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My ref: 
 

Date: 

20/03403/FUL 
 
Clerk 
 
11th February 2021 

 
 
Dear Ms Fitzherbert-Green 
 
20/03403/FUL - Site at Minchens Lane, Bramley  
 
Installation of renewable led energy generating station, comprising ground-mounted 
photovoltaic solar arrays, battery-based electricity storage containers together with 
substation, inverter/ transformer stations, site accesses, internal access tracks, 
security measures, access gates, other ancillary infrastructure, landscaping 
biodiversity enhancements including a Forest School, associated car parking and 
Nature Area.  

Silchester Parish Council are very much in support of BDBC’s declaration of a climate 
emergency and having heard with interest about a possible solar power project in the 
borough, were concerned when the applicant endeavoured to avoid the obviously necessary 
Environmental Impact Assessment.  After very careful consideration of their current planning 
application, Silchester Parish Council has concluded that it OBJECTS to this application, for a 
whole series of reasons, as detailed below. 

The proposed solar “park” will engulf most of the swathe of countryside that provides a green 
corridor or rural gap between the villages of Bramley and Silchester, consuming a huge area 
of good quality, versatile agricultural land.  It will destroy the character and visual amenity of 
the landscape affected, failing to respect the sense of place, sense of tranquillity and 
remoteness, as well as the quiet enjoyment of the landscape from key public rights of way.  
The project is a threat to our cultural heritage risking damage to a local Roman site and 
making it inaccessible for future investigation. 
 
Basingstoke & Deane Borough Council Local Plan policy EM8 states that “Development 
proposals for the commercial generation of energy from renewable and low carbon 
resources (excluding wind turbines) will be permitted unless there are adverse 
environmental, economic or social impacts, including any long-term and cumulative 
adverse impacts which are not outweighed by the benefits”.  “Impacts” are defined to 
include high grade agricultural land, flood risk, the historic environment including 
heritage assets, the landscape and visual appearance.  “Impacts also take into account 
the use of Greenfield land versus previously developed land.” 
 
This proposal is therefore contrary to that policy, as well as EM1, EM5 and EM11, as detailed 
below.  
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The applicant demonstrates a major lack of understanding of both the nature of the 
countryside between the settlements of Bramley and Silchester and the use to which that 
countryside is put by the residents not only of those parishes but from farther afield.  They 
therefore fail to grasp the impacts the current proposal will have on that countryside and those 
residents.  Where possible mitigations are suggested, they are ill thought out and the detail is 
scant. 
 
Contrary to what is claimed in the application, there has been negligible consultation with 
residents of Silchester or with Silchester Parish Council, and the proposed scheme provides 
no discernible benefits to the residents of Silchester.  
 
Silchester Parish Council reasons for objecting are as follows: 
 
1. Destruction of the Character and Amenity of the Landscape 

Local Plan policy EM1 clearly states that development should only be permitted where it is 
“sympathetic to the character and visual quality of the area concerned.  Development 
proposals must respect, enhance and not be detrimental to the character or visual amenity of 
the landscape likely to be affected” and that it “must also respect the sense of place, sense of 
tranquillity or remoteness, and the quiet enjoyment of the landscape from public rights of way”. 
 
Local Plan policy EM5 states that the “natural environment contributes towards the quality of 
life and wellbeing of the borough’s residents. Results of consultation completed both as part of 
the Local Plan preparation and through other relevant consultation clearly highlights the 
importance that local residents attach to protecting such assets and minimising the impact of 
change. The Local Plan aims to protect such assets while supporting proposals which seek to 
conserve, restore or enhance such environments,” 

The Living Landscapes BDBC Natural Environment Strategy document (2014) also refers to 
the importance of retaining a “mosaic of land uses” and “maintenance of important views 
across the landscape”. 

In his written statement to Parliament in 2015 on the subject of solar energy the then 
Secretary of State for Community & Local Government stated “Meeting our energy goals 
should not be used to justify the wrong development in the wrong location and this includes 
the unnecessary use of high quality agricultural land.  Protecting the global environment is not 
an excuse to trash the local environment.” 
 
The limited steps outlined by the applicant in terms of screening do little to maintain the sense 
of place, the sense of tranquillity and remoteness, or the quiet enjoyment of the landscape 
from public rights of way.   
 
2. Impact on Key Permitted Rights of Way 

 The Silchester Trail (funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund in 2010) and the Brenda Parker 
Way (a 78 mile route from Fleet to Aldershot) are well used trails that cut through the fields 
central to the proposed solar farm.  Whilst the proposal is to leave these rights of way in place, 
the sense of place and their enjoyment will be ruined by this installation.  They will be 
contained in corridors between 2.2m high fencing, with CCTV, 3m high transformers, batteries 
stored in 12m long, 3m high “shipping containers”, with other supporting infrastructure. 

These routes are used year round and not just in summer months when they may be partially 
obscured by screening.  In fact, the one page Landscape and Ecology Enhancement Plan 
indicates that along one stretch (Firth Wood Approach) there will be no screening. 

Local Plan policy EM5 states “The council will seek to protect and enhance the quality and 
extent of public open space and public rights of way”. 
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3. Loss of Agricultural Land 

In the statement referred to above, the Secretary of State also said “we want it to be clear that 
any proposal for a solar farm involving the best and most versatile agricultural land would 
need to be justified by the most compelling evidence”.  More than half of the proposed site is 
classified as Best Most Versatile Agricultural Land (BMVAL), and none of it is rated as of 
“poor” or “very poor” quality.   
 
The Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy explicitly states that applicants should 
“preferably use land in areas of poorer quality”. 
 
The application fails to provide the “most compelling evidence” to justify its loss. 
 
4. Biodiversity and Wildlife Habitat 

The application includes a hypothetical calculation that biodiversity will be increased by this 
proposal, although it is unclear whether that assumes the proposed use of sheep for grazing 
which, if not appropriately managed, will result in a reduction in that theoretical maximum.   
 
What that evaluation and the proposal overall does not address is the impact on local wildlife.  
A number of small access points are proposed through the fencing suitable for use by small 
mammals.  No mention is made of the roe deer and muntjac that currently reside within this 
area, nor the fallow deer herd that migrate through the area.  No mention is made of the 
resident goshawks, the recently re-introduced grey partridges, nor of how the necessary 
management of the surrounding woodland on which wildlife depends will be carried out. 
 
As stated in the Environmental Impact Assessment report, two skylark nesting sites will be lost 
as a result of the solar farm. In mitigation, provision for several skylark plots is recommended 
on nearby fields but there is no detail or even a mention of these plots in the Enso 
documents.  
 
The wildflower meadows will need to be managed throughout the length of the project, with 
annual hay cuts. There is no detail on how the wildflower meadows are going to be managed 
in any of the documentation.  
 
The proposal states that grassland areas under the solar panels will be of benefit to wildlife, 
but will be managed by sheep grazing. Sheep grazing creates a short sward of grass which is 
pretty poor for wildlife, hence why conservation organisations do not generally use sheep for 
grazing.  Only if the sheep are kept off the fields until late summer/autumn will wildlife truly 
benefit. 
 
Currently the grass margins around the field edge are 5m wide and 20m around the woodland 
edge.   Wildlife would benefit from having wider margins around the solar fields.  This could be 
achieved by reducing some of the solar panels on the edges of the fields but also moving the 
deer fence closer to the panels.   Some of the field corners have the deer fencing up to 20-
30m from the solar panels.  If the fencing was closer to the panels then more external 
grassland would also be available to deer.  Larger field margins would also create a better 
visual appearance, particularly along the footpaths.  
 
The deer fencing prevents the animals from crossing the fields freely and instead they have to 
find their way around the entire field.  There are opportunities to have deer and wildlife 
corridors running crossing some of the fields, without impacting the overall development.  This 
is particularly true in field 2 where the pylon prevents solar panels being placed underneath.  
In field 5 a ditch and hedge cross the field, but that is then fenced internally within the deer 
fencing.  
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5. Greenfield Site and Rural Gap 

This development will reduce the rural gap between Bramley and Silchester by almost 50% 
contributing to a loss of individual identities of these two very distinct rural settlements.  

The Local Plan further identifies under Policy EM2 a number of specific strategic gaps which 
should be maintained across the Borough in order to prevent the loss of local identity. Whilst 
this area is not identified as a strategic gap the plan specifically refers to the importance of 
maintaining gaps between settlements: “A clear gap between settlements helps maintain a 
sense of place for both residents of, and visitors to, the settlements on either side of the gaps. 
When travelling through a strategic gap (by all modes of transport) a traveller should have a 
clear sense of having left the first settlement, having travelled through an undeveloped area 
and then entered the second settlement”. 

In addition, we would draw your attention to planning application 13/00751/FUL by Kronos 
Solar Projects for a solar installation in Bramley approximately one mile from the proposed 
site. The application was refused on the ground that “The proposed development would have 
a substantial and significantly adverse impact upon the visual amenity and landscape 
character of the area and harm the setting of designated and undesignated heritage assets”. 

The BDBC Local Plan identifies under Policy SS3 specific areas for Greenfield Site 
Allocations. The proposed site is not identified as an area for potential developments.  Given 
our concern expressed below in section (7) we believe this is relevant. 
 
6. Cultural Heritage 

The fields concerned are known to contain at least three unexplored heritage assets.  The 
applicant’s proposal to mount solar panels up to 30cm into the ground will risk destroying 
these assets, given the fact that the Reading University School of Archaeology have already 
advised that this is exactly the depth of those assets. 
 
Even if destruction of these assets is avoided, making them inaccessible for a period of at 
least 40 years will severely hamper the ongoing exploration of the Roman and Bronze Age 
history of this area, a subject of which local residents are extremely proud and demonstrate 
huge interest. 
 
Local Plan policy EM11 states that “All development must conserve or enhance the quality of 
the borough’s heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance.  We are not 
convinced that the applicant “demonstrates a thorough understanding of the heritage asset 
and its setting”. 
 
7. Scale and Nature of Proposal 

Whilst this proposal names itself a “solar park”, it is in no way either a “park” or a “farm”.  It 
involves the deployment of industrial equipment (solar panels, transformers, inverters, 
batteries and other sundry components) over an area of North Hampshire countryside 
equivalent to around twice the inhabited area of Silchester and equal to that of Bramley.  
Whilst the formal classification of the land may remain “agricultural” this will effectively become 
an 85 hectare industrial park. 
 
Existing planning law means that this land will retain its current agricultural classification but I 
also believe we should be applying a degree of realism to the issue. Anyone that has been 
involved in planning in Basingstoke will recognise the continual pressure to develop housing 
across the Borough and it is unlikely that this will abate. Should this development go ahead we 
believe the continual pressure to develop land for housing will inevitably make the eventual 
return to agriculture a very remote possibility indeed. Whilst the land will retain its classification 
we do not believe that this alone will protect its agricultural status many years hence. We 
believe the land will be eventually regarded as a potential brown field site for the future 
development of housing. 
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8. Community Engagement 

The applicant’s commentary on community engagement is both inaccurate and misleading.  
There has been no direct engagement with Silchester Parish Council – other than three 
representatives of Enso attending our recent meeting where the application was considered.  
Two councillors did attend the Enso initial meeting with Bramley PC, but only at the latter’s 
invitation.  Silchester PC has not been approached for subsequent discussion, in spite of the 
Chairman pointing out this fact to their representative. 
 
A single webinar event was held for the public which was poorly publicised and attracted 81 
attendees.  Assuming all attended were residents of Bramley or Silchester (which is not 
necessarily the case), this represents less than 2% of the registered electors of those 
parishes. 
 
Silchester PC councillors were copied on a draft of the brochure that was subsequently 
published and distributed but were asked not to forward it to anyone else.  Of the supposed 
2,500+ leaflets distributed, very few were given to Silchester residents.  Enso advised this was 
just to those Silchester properties with direct line of sight of the proposed solar park.  The bulk 
were distributed to Bramley and Sherfield, although the latter will have no line of sight, nor will 
they be on the proposed construction route to the site. 
 
In the initial call with Bramley, much was made by the applicant of a “Community Benefit 
Agreement”.  A suggested element of that was a contribution to a Community Fund 
proportional to every MW generated.  In the subsequent discussion the idea of allotments for 
Bramley residents and possible solar panels for Silchester School were floated.  Those two 
ideas have subsequently appeared in Enso literature but the former seems to have 
disappeared.  There has been no suggestion, nor discussion about how such a fund would be 
governed or managed.  When the matter was raised with the Enso team at the recent meeting 
of Silchester Parish Council, Enso’s PR representative simply made the point that such a 
community benefit agreement “is not a material planning consideration”.  That leaves us 
wondering whether this was simply a disingenuous suggestion floated as part of the 
“consultation” in an attempt to get the Parish Councils “on side”. 
 
Much is made of proposals for a nature area, a Forest School and allotments.  Why a nature 
area is required in the middle of the countryside is unclear.  Likewise, why a Forest School 
(planned for an area on which there are currently no trees) when there is one in Bramley Frith 
and the site is within a mile of the ancient woodland of Pamber Forest is also unclear.  The 
provision of allotments remote from settlements makes no sense to us. 
 
9. Lack of Detailed Plans 

Construction Phase 
The application suggests the construction phase will last for 30 weeks, but no outline plan for 
this phase is provided.  Given Enso’s apparent lack of previous experience in implementation 
of projects of this kind, together with examples of other solar farm/projects readily available on 
the internet, we believe this to be wildly optimistic.  Projects of a similar scale without 
significant groundworks in Australia are normally planned with a minimum 30 week 
construction phase, generally taking a year.  Other smaller projects in the UK have taken 
considerably longer than 30 weeks.  With the workforce proposed we believe erection of the 
solar panels alone is likely to take some 21 weeks.  Thus, we would expect the construction to 
run for in excess of 52 weeks, with the associated construction traffic. 
 
Screening 
The proposed screening is outlined at very high level in the Ecology report, but with no detail 
of a plan.  Quite how long newly planted screening is likely to take to actually screen a 2.2m 
high fence is a matter of opinion but it will no doubt take many years to fully screen it, if indeed 
it does manage to do so.  
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 10. Three Ashes (The Pound) Conservation Area 

The proposed development falls within approximately 300m of the Three Ashes Conservation 
area (also known as The Pound) which is elevated above the proposed development and 
clearly overlooks it.   A significant contributor to the designation of this area as a conservation 
area is the rural nature of the area and views of the countryside that the area benefits from. 
Under this proposal, the view from the conservation area will now be overlooking an industrial 
facility.  

The application fails to “demonstrate a thorough understanding of the significance, character 
and setting of “(this) conservation area” as required by Local Plan policy EM11. 

 

11. Temporary Nature and Restoration 

The application states that this development will be temporary in nature and that, after a 
period of forty years, the area will likely be turned back to farmland.  We believe this statement 
brings with it a number of challenges.  

The BDBC Local Plan refers to the long-term viability of such sites. It states that “Long term 
impacts could include the deterioration of the landscape quality. To avoid such impacts the 
Council will require that the provision is made for the removal of the facilities and 
reinstatement of the site should it cease to be operational.  It is not clear how the Council 
would be able to enforce such a condition on a company at the foot of a pyramid of holding 
companies.  This should be enshrined through other measures such as an escrow account or 
trust deed with associated funds being paid into the account from the outset.  

In the initial call with Bramley PC, Enso representatives said there would be an insurance 
policy in place to ensure that the land would be restored should the company fail during the 
planned term.  A number of Silchester residents have considerable experience of insurance 
brokerage and are unfamiliar with any insurance policies of that type.  Questions to Enso on 
the subject have gone unanswered and such a policy is not mentioned in the application. We 
are left wondering whether this promise was ignorance on the part of the applicant, or a 
another disingenuous action. 

Should the site continue to be operational for the suggested 40 years, there is no detail on 
how it would be restored to agricultural land, nor how this restoration would be funded. 

Thank you for your time in considering our concerns over this proposal.  We would welcome 
the opportunity to attend and speak at the Development Committee when this planning 
application is considered. 

 
 
Yours faithfully 

 

Chris Gunnell 

Clerk to Silchester Parish Council 


